
Flower Market Business for Sale Brisbane

For Sale
Location: Brisbane
Asking: $5,500,000
Type: Retail Other

Contact:
Dru Morgan
or 1300 577 297

aubizbuysell.com.au/117017

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 19703

Fully Automated Flower Market Business With Cutting-
Edge Technology Net Profit $990,603
Are you passionate about floriculture and dream of owning a thriving flower trading entity? Look no
further, this is an incredible opportunity to purchase a fully automated flower market business,
complete with the latest technology, enabling you to embark on a successful venture in the blooming
world of e-commerce.For a limited time, we are offering the purchase of our esteemed flower trading
entity, backed by strong financials and a proven track record of success. With an established customer
base and a reputation for delivering exceptional quality flowers, this business is ready for you to step in
and make it your own.
But that's not all included in this remarkable offer is the purchase of the state-of-the-art flower
software. This cutting-edge technology revolutionizes the way you manage this business, streamlining
operations, enhancing efficiency, and maximizing profitability.
The flower software is the result of years of research and development, offering a comprehensive suite
of tools and features tailored specifically for the floriculture industry. From inventory management and
order processing to customer relationship management and logistics optimization, the software
simplifies every aspect of running a flower market business.
Imagine having real-time access to detailed market insights, allowing you to make data-driven
decisions and stay one step ahead of the competition. Picture automated processes that save you time
and effort, enabling you to focus on what you do best sourcing and delivering breathtaking flowers to
delighted customers. By acquiring this fully automated flower market business and the accompanying
technology, you'll be equipped with the tools necessary to thrive in the dynamic world of e-commerce.
Reach customers nationally, expand your product offerings, and scale your business to new heights, all
while enjoying the advantages of a streamlined and efficient operation.
We understand that purchasing a business of this magnitude is a significant investment, which is why
we provide full financial support and transparency. The established management team will guide you
through the acquisition process, ensuring a smooth transition and setting you up for success from day
one.
This is a rare opportunity to enter the lucrative floriculture industry with a turnkey solution that
combines an established flower trading entity with cutting-edge technology.
Sales Revenue $4,977,115 (2023 Forecast) and Net Earnings $990,603 (2023 Forecast)
For a full Information Memorandum, copy and paste this link to complete the confidentiality agreement
- https://forms.gle/gGqjDKqd5vPgAoXL8
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